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Project details
Please fill in details relating to projects run by, or on behalf of, National Parks and Wildlife Service. Refer to the accompanying guidelines document to clarify key content. Then use the Resource details section of this form on the next page to list and describe the resources produced by the project. You can add multiple resources for a project by clicking the "Add new resource" button at the end of the resource section.When you are satisfied with the form content save the form (use File | Save as  and give the form an unique name) and click the "Submit by email" button above which will generate an email and attach the form contents as an XML dataset.
Respondent details
Obtain Project ID from NPWS
Resource details
Resource number:
Origin:
Please tick one or more appropriate origin types (if applicable)
Temporal extent:
To what timespan does the information resource refer? Many lists/groups of files deal with information spanning anumber of years and it’s very useful if a search can extractwhat data is available on a particular topic with a giventime-frame, e.g. between 1998 – 2001.
Choose a Coordinate System, then supply the Grid coordinates for the Geographic Extent of the resource. You can supply more than one set. 
+/-
Coordinate System
Minimum easting
Minimum northing
Maximum easting
Maximum northing
Add one or more Responsible parties and identify the Role of each for the resource dataset. Select a Role from the drop-down list supplied:
+/-
Responsible party
Email address
Role
Add one or more Topic Categories that describe the resource dataset. Select a topic from the drop-down list supplied:
+/-
Topic category
Add one or more Keywords for the current resource. Select a keyword from the drop-down list supplied or add other keywords to the field below:
+/-
Keywords
For NPWS use only.
This section of the form will be used to log receipt of the form and identify outstanding tasks and issues for the project described in the form.
If you encounter any problems with using this form then please contact:
 
         NPWS Data Manager
         National Parks & Wildlife Service
         Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht, 
                 90 North King Street, 
                 Dublin 7, D07 N7CV.
 
         Email:          datadelivery@chg.gov.ie
2.7.3
datadelivery@chg.gov.ie
28/01/2010
NPWS
Questionnaire for gathering information on data resources within NPWS. This implements expandable fields.
New Keywords: Conservation Objectives, Fauna, Vegetation. Resource deletion button offered.
E. Wymer, N. Kingston
NPWS Resource Catalogue Questionnaire - all contributors. v2.7.3
09/04/2018
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
	CurrentPage: 
	PageCount: 
	project_id: HDSP15
	Add the name of the project or survey: Survey to monitor and assess eight plant species listed on the EU Habitats Directive
	Select a project status from the drop-down list: Complete
	Is this project split into more than one phase, such as by year or geographic area?: 0
	Describe the project here. A statement regarding the overall geographic extent of the project would be useful. Place project purpose or scope details in separate section below.: The Rare Plants Monitoring Survey (RPMS) was a three-year survey conducted in 2015-18 to monitor and assess the conservation status of eight species listed on Annexes of the EU Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC). Four of the survey’s target species are Annex II species (which require the designation of Special Areas of Conservation for their conservation): Hamatocaulis vernicosus (Slender Green feather-moss), Petalophyllum ralfsii (Petalwort), Saxifraga hirculus (Marsh Saxifrage) and Vandenboschia speciosa (Killarney Fern). The other four are Annex V species (species of European interest whose taking in the wild and exploitation may be subject to management measures): Diphasiastrum alpinum (Alpine Clubmoss), Huperzia selago (Fir Clubmoss), Lycopodium clavatum (Stag’s-horn Clubmoss) and Lycopodiella inundata (Marsh Clubmoss), collectively listed as “Lycopodium spp.” on the Annex.The results of the Rare Plants Monitoring Survey feed into Ireland’s 2019 Article 17 report.Note (NPWS, November 2019): This document is a subset of the Project metadata document and only contains resources related to Vandenboschia speciosa (EU code 6985). EU codes in the file names of the shapefiles available as download from the NPWS website have been changed from 1421 to 6985 to reflect the change in the code for Vandenboschia speciosa. The other files referred to in this document retain their original names. 
	PrintButton1: 
	Describe the project scope and purpose: As well as field surveys, a review was carried out of the methodology and assessment criteria used in the baseline surveys for each of the species. Sites were surveyed and assessed according to the revised methodology and criteria. Data were recorded, usually at monitoring stops, to assess Population and Habitat for the species. Full releves (species lists and percentage cover) were recorded at all clubmoss monitoring stops, at some Saxifraga hirculus monitoring stops, and at baseline monitoring stops recorded in new (previously unsurveyed) populations of Hamatocaulis vernicosus and Petalophyllum ralfsii, and new colonies of Vandenboschia speciosa. Impacts and activities were recorded to assess Future prospects and an overall conservation assessment was carried out for each population.Along with other data sets collected during the current reporting period these data were used to complete the National Conservation Assessments for the four Annex II species individually, and the four Annex V clubmoss species both individually and collectively to fulfil reporting requirements under Article 17 of the EU Habitats Directive.
	email: datadelivery@chg.gov.ie
	Name of person (and organisation) filling in the form: NPWS Ecological Data Manager
	address1: National Parks & Wildlife Service, 90 North King Street, Dublin 7, D07 N7CV
	city: Dublin
	county: Dublin
	response_date: 2018-11-21
	phone: 01-8883244
	Insert the date the project closed. Leave blank if the project is ongoing. If only the end year is available then signify a vague date by  adding a date in the format: 31/12/<year>. For example: year 1988 should be represented as 31/12/1988.: 2018-11-21
	Insert the date the project started. Use the calendar drop-down list to select the date. If only the start year is available then signify a vague date by  adding a date in the format: 01/01/<year>. For example: year 1987 should be represented as 01/01/1987.: 2015-11-01
	Add the name of the Project Manager: Fionnuala O'Neill, BEC Consultants Ltd.
	EmailSubmitButton1: 
	Remove the Resource details below and all associated contents. This action cannot be undone.: 
	rsrc_no: 5
	Add the name of the project resource. Provide a brief description of the resource followed by a file name in rounded brackets if appropriate. If there are multiple files involved then omit the listing of these files. Refer to them elsewhere in the form.: HDSP15_Species_Monitoring_Database_01a.mdb
	Provide a brief description of what the resource is and its purpose.: Microsoft Access database containing rare plants baseline survey data and monitoring data recorded for the RPMS 2015-2018 for the following species: Diphasiastrum alpinum, Huperzia selago, Lycopodium clavatum, Lycopodiella inundata (collectively grouped under Clubmosses), Hamatocaulis vernicosus, Petalophyllum ralfsii, and Saxifraga hirculus. Results of condition assessments are also included. Note: This database does not contain any Killarney fern data. Neither does it contain releve species data for the seven species listed above - these are submitted in separate Turboveg databases.
	List any taxonomic references/standards used. Use Recorder 6 as reference source if data has been entered into Recorder 6.: 
	List any habitat or community classification systems: Annex 1 (Natural habitat types of community interest whose conservation requires the designation of Special Areas of Conservation) of Council Directive 92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992 on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora (EU Habitats Directive). The version of Interpretation Manual used was: European Commission (2007). Interpretation Manual of European Union Habitats. EUR 27. July 2007. 
	Click this button to automatically add the default Habitats Directive habitat classification details.: 
	Supply the entity responsible for creating the resource: BEC Consultants
	Supply person or organization currently holding top copy. If the resource is owned by NPWS then the default value should be "NPWS": NPWS
	Person or organization currently managing top copy. If the resource is owned by NPWS then the default value should be "NPWS": Deirdre Lynn
	Name and contact details for data owner: NPWS
	Information about rights held in and over the resource, include who may access resource, including security or privacy issues.: 
	Identify confidentiality, legal, policy or other limitations on public access to the dataset.: 3
	Is the resource suitable for dissemination by NPWS in the current format?: 0
	Click this button to automatically add the default NPWS metadata contact details.: 
	Supply the date when the metadata record was created or updated: 2018-11-26
	INSPIRE requires both the name of the organisation, and a contact email address. Generally for NPWS owned datasets the following information will apply:Individual’s name: NPWS Data ManagerOrganisation’s name: Scientific Unit, National Parks and Wildlife ServiceOrganisation’s address: Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht, 90 North King Street, Dublin 7, D07 N7CV.Contact’s position: Biodiversity Data managerEmail address: datadelivery@chg.gov.ie: NPWS Data Manager, Scientific Unit, National Parks and Wildlife Service, Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht, 90 North King Street, Dublin 7, D07 N7CV. 
Contact’s position: Biodiversity Data manager
Email address: datadelivery@chg.gov.ie

	Click this button to automatically add the standard NPWS Fitness for use text. Please provide resource-specific details in addition to this text. This text will precede any other text that you provide.: 
	Supply a statement on the fitness for use of the data. Indicate what it can and cannot be used for in terms of its scientific quality. Show known limitations of dataset (e.g. compilation issues, age, collation methods). Intended / unwise / improper use. Uncertainties/errors.: Data are provided on an 'as is', 'as available' basis.  NPWS does not guarantee the accuracy, timeliness, completeness, performance or fitness for a particular purpose of the data.
It is the users’ responsibility to ensure that the data are fit for any intended use.
Data are provided on the understanding that users will not use the information to the detriment of individual species or habitats, biodiversity or the environment in general.

Please refer to the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license:  Section 5 – Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability to review disclaimers. https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode 

	Click this button to automatically add the standard NPWS Conditions on access and use text. If attribution details are added these will also be referenced.: 
	Supply appropriate credits to individuals or entities if deemed to require attribution. Separate multiple values by semi-colons.: 
	Supply a statement on Conditionsapplying to access and use of the resource: Copyright Government of Ireland. This dataset was created by the National Parks and Wildlife Service, Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht. This copyright material is licensed for re-use under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license.  http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
	Did the resource originate from a field survey?: 1
	Did the resource originate from an inventory exercise?: 0
	Was the resource derived from remote sensing data?: 0
	Was the resource data derived from overlaid GIS layers?: 0
	Supply data precision information - Choose a value from drop-down menu for spatial precision / resolution: High
	Choose a value from drop-down menu for Spatial positional accuracy (closeness of measured values to real values): High
	Choose a value from drop-down menu for Thematic accuracy (have values been assigned consistently?): High
	Choose a value from drop-down menu for Logical consistency. Does thedataset contain obvious errors in the dataset, inappropriate values / gaps / sliver polygons / overlapping polygons/obvious mapping errors: High
	Does the dataset contain information about habitat condition or conservation value?: 1
	Supply precision of spatial data (digital mapping). Express as scale (representative fraction) raster cell size, DPI or range: 
	If the resource relates to species data then please supply the number of species described in the resource. : 
	If the resource is already digitised then please supply the date of completion.: 
	Is the resource to be prepared for digitising?: 0
	If the resource data is already entered in   Turboveg then please supply the date of completion.: 
	Is resource to be entered in Turboveg?: 0
	If the resource data is already entered in  Recorder 6 then please supply the date of completion.: 
	Is resource to be entered in Recorder 6?: 0
	Provide the total number of records described by the resource: 1
	Supply other references that describe the resource.: 
	Supply the location of the information resource. This should be a URL address to comply with the INSPIRE requirement.: 
	Select a resource type from the drop-down list (default is "dataset for spatial datasets"): 1
	Provide the date that the resource was created. If only the creation year is available then signify a vague date by  adding a date in the format: 01/01/<year>. For example: year 1987 should be represented as 01/01/1987.: 2016
	Provide the date that the resource was last revised: 
	Provide the date that the resource was published: 
	The end of time period covered by the content of the resource. Please supply in DD/MM/YYYY format. If only the end year is available then signify a vague date by adding a date in the format: 31/12/<year>. For example: year 1988 should be represented as 31/12/1988.: 2018-11-21
	The beginning of time period covered by the content of the resource. NPWS will hold Temporal extent field values in Date fields (excluding timestamp). Please supply in DD/MM/YYYY format. If only the creation year is available then signify a vague date by adding a date in the format: 01/01/<year>. For example: year 1987 should be represented as 01/01/1987.: 2005
	Select a resource format from the drop-down list: 1
	The drive / directory / file where the resource is located in the NPWS data repository. Supply the full directory path and filename. If there are multiple files such as in the case of a shape file then separate file names by commas.: 
	Provide a statement on process history and/or overall quality of the dataset. If the dataset has been quality tested or assured include those details here. Include information on the completeness of the dataset.: This database was created by BEC Consultants to hold data from baseline and monitoring rare plant surveys for seven of the eight target species. Killarney fern data are highly sensitive and have not been included in this database. A Data_dictionary.pdf file (see docs\sysdocs in submissions folder) has been created that lists the properties and attributes of all tables and fields. A Relationships model has also been produced, see docs\sysdocs\Relationships for HDSP15_Species_Monitoring_Database_01a.pdf. The full list of tables is given below. Fields are in square brackets following the table name. All fields are described in the Design View screen of the database except for the ID_ (lookup) tables which originated from NPWS's monitoring database template.SITE_GENERAL_DATA [TAXON_CODE, SITE_ID, SITE_NAME, SITE_IG_X, SITE_IG_Y, OWNSHP_ID, SITE_NOTE, COUNTY, SAC_CODE, Altitude_m]: general site data that remains constant between monitoring periods, e.g. site name, number and grid reference, so there is no year associated with these data.SITE_HC_HAB [TAXON_CODE, SITE_ID, HCH_CODE]: Heritage council (Fossitt) habitats associated with the site; assumed to remain more or less constant between monitoring periods so there is no year associated with these data SITE_HD_HAB [TAXON_CODE, SITE_ID, HD_HAB_CODE]: Annex I habitats associated with the site; assumed to remain more or less constant between monitoring periods so there is no year associated with these data SITE_IMPACTING_ACTIVITY_2012 [MON_PERIOD, TAXON_CODE, SITE_ID, IMPACT_ID, IMPACT_RNK, I_INFLUENCE, OCCURENCE, TREND, PCT_IMPCT, AREA_IMPCT, I_NOTE]: Impacts recorded on site in each monitoring period; impact codes relate to those from the 2007-2012 monitoring period (Ssymank, 2011).SITE_SURVEY_DATA [MON_PERIOD, TAXON_CODE, SITE_ID, ECOLOGIST, SURV_TYPE, START_DATE, END_DATE, STOP_COUNT, CMNT_CHNG, CMNT_COND, OTHR_NOTES]: Holds general survey data specific to a particular monitoring periodSURVEY_HD_SPECIES_ASSESSMENT [MON_PERIOD, TAXON_CODE, SITE_ID, POP_ASSM, POP_TREND, HFS_ASSM, HFS_TREND, FUTUR_PROS, OVRAL_ASSM, OASSM_TRND]: Holds overall results for the assessment parameters Population, Habitat for the species, Future prospects and overall, as well as details on the trends, if known.SURVEY_HFS_INDICATOR_OUTCOME [MON_PERIOD, TAXON_CODE, SITE_ID, CRITERION_NO, INDIC_DETAIL, TARGET, T_RESULT, EXPRT_JUDG, AS_OUTCOME, IA_NOTE]: Holds targets and results of individual Habitat for the species criteria. SURVEY_POP_INDICATOR_OUTCOME [MON_PERIOD, TAXON_CODE, SITE_ID, Criterion_No, INDIC_DETAIL, TARGET, T_RESULT, EXPRT_JUDG, AS_OUTCOME, IA_NOTE]: Holds targets and results of individual Population criteria.ID_conservation _measure [CMEASUR_ID, C_MEASURE, CON_M_DESC, MAIN_PRSUR]: Lookup table for conservation measures; new list introduced in 2017.ID_designated_site [SITECODE, SITE_NAME, DESIG_ID, DESIG_ABBR]: Lookup table for SACs, cSACs and SPAs.ID_domin [DOMIN_ID, DOMIN_DESC]: Lookup table for values for DOMIN scores.ID_hc_habitat [HCH_ID, HCH_NAME, HCH_CODE, HCH_LEVEL, HCH_DESC]: Lookup table for Heritage Council (Fossitt) habitat classification system.ID_hd_hab_sp [HD_CODE, HD_DESC, HD_TYPE]: Lookup table for Annex I habitats and Annex II species. Note: does not include Annex V taxa.ID_impacting_activity [IMPACT_ID, IMPACT]: Lookup table for impacts; new list introduced in 2017.ID_impacting_activity_2012 [ACT_CODE, ACT_DESC, REMARKS, OLD_CODE]: Lookup table for impacts; old list from 2007-2012 monitoring period (Ssymank, 2011). ID_ownership_type [OWNSHP_ID, OWNSHP_DES]: Categories of ownership of land or sites.ID_soil_key [SOIL_ID, SOIL_DESC]: Categories of soil types.ID_taxon_code [TAXON_CODE, HD_SP_CODE, HD_SPECIES]: 2-character taxon codes used in RPMS 2015-18 matched to the corresponding EU Annex II or Annex V species code and scientific name.ID_topography [TOPOG_ID, TOPOG_DESC]: Categories of topography.
	List one or more NPWS Site codes for sites included within a survey area or that are relevant to the present project. Add site codes with leading zeros and comma-separated, e.g. 009991, 009999.: 
	Please add at least one geographic area. If adding more than one please separate by commas. Select from the list above and click "Append area" or just type values.: Ireland
	Add the selected area to the Geographic area list below: 
	Select area(s) from this list then click the "Append area" button to add to Geographic area(s): 
	Add another keyword for this resource: 
	Delete current keyword for this resource: 
	Select the Geographic Coordinate System used to define the geographic extent of the resource dataset from the list.: 2
	Enter the Minimum Easting Grid coordinate, (i.e. lower-left X): 
	Enter the Minimum Northing Grid coordinate, (i.e. lower-left Y): 
	Enter the Maximum Easting Grid coordinate, (i.e. upper-right X): 
	Enter the Maximum Northing Grid coordinate, (i.e. upper-right Y): 
	rsrc_num: 5
	row_no: 5
	Add another responsible party for this resource: 
	Supply the full name of the organisation, and a contact e-mail address. You must define the role of the responsible party.: NPWS
	Supply the email address of the responsible party: Deirdre.Lynn@chg.gov.ie
	Choose a value from drop-down menu for the function performed by the responsible party.: 2
	Select a topic category from the drop-down list. Use the "+" button to add another topic. The default topic catergory should be 'Biota': 002
	Select a keyword from the drop-down list. Use the "+" button to add another keyword.: 24
	Additional keywords may be added here to augment the provided keyword set. Please separate each new keyword with a comma.: Annex II, Annex V, rare, scarce
	Add a new resource for this project: 
	Recd_by: 
	Add the date the form data was returned to NPWS.: 
	contnt_rev: 0
	data_reqd: 0
	adm_issue: 



